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Jean-Marc Lelouch with the ceramist Véronique Rivemale

For more than 30 years Jean-Marc Lelouch has been 
o�ering a selection of artworks and artist's furniture 
that reflects him and beguile a loyal and demanding 

clientele, made up of art lovers and interior architects. 
Furthermore, he produces certain artists under exclusivity 
such as, Philippe Hiquily with whom he had the privilege 

of personally collaborating, Jacques Andrieux, 
Cees Rombout, Craft...

He promotes and reveals artisans, creators of unique 
works of art, mainly working with bronze, iron and 

ceramics. Jean-Marc Lelouch is a filter that entices his 
clients to discover new artists. In his Parisian gallery 
located on the Rive Gauche (left bank of the Seine), 
facing the Louvre, you can find a pièce of art which 

corresponds to you, a line, a non-conformism of good 
taste where everything seems di�erent.



    An inspired 
        gallerist,

      ...enamored 
of exceptional 
      materials 
              & lines



Organic
          design 



It was Philippe Hiquily who suggested to Jean-Marc Lelouch to 
edit furniture in collaboration with artists, and who entrusted him 
with the first models for the JMLelouch editions.
The gallery thus o�ers under exclusivity, pieces of furniture : 
tables, ceiling lights, lamps, ashtrays, etc. . It also exhibits sculp-
tures from the artist's iconic period (late 1960s, early 1970s).

A reference in the sale of 



     HIGH-CLASS 
                                   & EXCLUSIVE



Gracefulness
  of the detail



a source of inspiration 
for interior designers

& decorators

Jean-Marc Lelouch guides you
in your choices and supports 
your projects with:
- a wide range of modern and contempo-
rary artist made of furniture  
- exclusive and custom-made editions
- individualised sourcing



   Deconstructed
          photos



     Niki
de Saint Phalle

Through his very personal choices, 
he shines the light on major artists that 
history had forsaken and who are, or will 
be acclaimed in the near future 
(Philippe Hiquily, Alicia Penalba, Takis, 
Ruth Franken, Carlos Carlé, etc.).



     Les grands
Rendez-
      VOUS
 2021
Major events of 2021
Carré Rive Gauche : 9th - 21st of June
Art Paris : 9th - 12th of September
Moderne Art Fair : 21st - 25th of October



Contact : Aurélie Sarallier / Tél. : +33 (1) 40 13 94 03 / contact@jmlelouch.com 

11, Quai Voltaire 75007 Paris


